User's manual
wall type CD player

About the user's manual

- This user's manual enables you to be informed of all the functions and operation notices rapidly and efficiently.
- We strongly advise you to store your important data in written form individually. In some cases, the data stored on electronic memory might be lost or altered. Therefore, in no event shall our company be liable for loss or invalidity in use of data caused by misuse, maintenance, defect or any other reasons.
- In no event shall our company be responsible for any legal liability for user's injuries caused by customers or third parties' misconduct in using the product.
- Should the information of this user's manual be changed, please forgive us for not informing.

FEATURES

This machine has its features listed below:

- Pull type switch that can be pulled slightly to turn on or turn off the machine, which is quite convenient and innovative.
- USB flash disk, SD card and other external connection devices are supportive to play on the machine.
- The play mode can be switched at option between rotating one and rotating all.
- Wireless remote control.
- Audio output that can be connected with sound box and earphone, which enjoys a hi-fi timbre. Mute sound feature.
- USB flash disc, SD card and CD can be switched to read for playing.
- Multiple types of audio files are supportive for playing, including CD and MP3.

Safety precautions

- Please do not disassemble the machine in case of damaging the inner components.
- Specified standard transformer is mandated.
- The electricity wire should be kept in stability.
- Cut the electricity supply and contact with the supplier immediately when peculiar smell gives out.
- Do not expose the machine to sunshine or make it close to the source of heat.
- Avoid receiving strong vibration to the machine.
- Do not make it close to water.
- Please remove the USB flash disc and SD card when not use them for a long period.
- The machine may not work normally under extreme low temperature.
- Do not use in dust or damp place.
- Do not install it on shelf or other places inclined to shake.
- Keep away from magnetic field as far as possible.
- Please do not clean the machine casing by volatile solvent.
- Use the machine in accordance with this instruction.
- Pluck the electricity plug when the machine is out of use for a long period.

Accessories

- Music mainframe
- Power adapter
- Hanging back support stand
- Remote control
- Inflationary spiral
- USB/SD card protection cover
- User’s manual
**IMPORTANT WARNING**

* When install the machine onto wall, please choose the fixing screw and fixing steel nail that are suitable for the material of the wall. The fallen of the machine will cause its casing to break.
* Please must use the electrical wire, AC transformer and other standard accessories. If the accessories that are beyond our suppliers are used, it may cause errors or malfunction of the machine.
* To prevent risks of electric shock, please do not plunge into or pull out the AC transformer wet-handed.
* Please do not disassemble the machine and contact with the after sales services of our company for examine and repair issues.
* To prevent risks of electric shock, please do not touch the AC transformer when thunders in rainy day.
* Do not put the machine nearby water.
* Please do not bring inflammable metal pieces into main frame, or it may cause electric shock, especially for those families that have kids in house. If there is any water seepage or foreign matters in the mainframe, first turn off the power of the machine, then pluck out the AC transformer and contact with the supplier.
* When the machine falls or the protection outer cover drops off, first turn off the power of the machine, then pluck out the AC transformer and contact with the supplier.
* When abnormal issues happened with smoke, peculiar smell or strange sound, please stop using, turn off the machine and pluck out AC transformer's plug immediately and contact with the supplier. Please do not fix the machine on your own.
* Do not cover the machine with cloth or heat insulation material, holding the AC transformer may produce heat or distort its shape, even cause fire.

---

**INSTALLMENT INSTRUCTIONS**

Use 3 new type steel nails to fix the stand onto the wall.

It can also use 4 fixing screws to fix the stand onto light objects.

Pluck the CD player into the stand in accordance with the groove position on the back cover.
- Remote control functions

- **Power**
- **SD card/CD switch**
- **USB loading**
- **Volume+**
- **Volume-**
- **Next**
- **Repeat**
- **Pause**
- **Previous**

**HELP**

- Plunge the electricity adapter into 220V direct current plug.
- Put the disc or plunge the USB flash disc, SD card or other storage devices into machine as required.
- Pull the electricity slightly to turn on the machine, which will automatically search the available devices to play. The playing order is CD first, then U flash disc and SD card.
- If it is necessary to switch the device, please press the corresponding button on the remote control.
- Pull the electricity wire slightly once while music is playing, the music will stop.
- Pull the electricity wire slightly twice while music is playing, the music will replay.
- The music can be skipped or search.
- Press the << button, it will skip to the previous music.
- Press the >> button, it will advance to next music.
- Press the >> button twice or more times, it will advance to other music.

**GUIDE**

- First, plunge the electricity adapter into indoor plug.
- Connect the black electrical wire of the electricity adapter with that of the main frame.
- Then put the disc or other storage devices in main frame and pull its electrical wire. At that time, the power indicating light of the main frame will shine and the disc will rotate.
- After the disc rotating for 5~10 seconds, the built-in loudspeaker of main frame will play the music. If switching the music stored in the storage devices to play is required, please press the corresponding button on the remote control.
Issues for special attention

If it is necessary to change disc while playing the disc music, please pull the electric wire to turn off the power. After the indicating light extinguishes, change disc, pull the electric wire again, it will start replaying, or it will not play normally.

Loop play function:
The machine enjoys looping play all music and playing single music function. In default, the machine plays the music stored in the disc and storage devices in sequence mode. While the music is in playing, press the rotate one button on the remote control, it will rotate the music that is in playing.

Pause/play function:
If it needs to stop while the music is in playing, press the pause/play button on the remote control, it will stop playing and resume playing at any time.